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Outside the farm she had no authority, no prestige, no claim
to the smallest deference. Yet she ordered everybody about,
from her uncle to the king, the archbishop, and the military
General Staff, Her uncle obeyed her like a sheep, and took
her to the castle of the local commander, who, on being
ordered about, tried to assert himself, but soon collapsed
and obeyed. And so on up to the king, as we have seen.
This would have been unbearably irritating even if her
orders had been offered as rational solutions of the desperate
difficulties in which her social superiors found themselves
just then. But they were not so offered. Nor were they
offered as the expression of Joan's arbitrary will. It was
never " I say so," but always *s God says so.**
joan as theocrat
Leaders who take that line have no trouble with
people, and no end of trouble with others. They need never
fear a lukewarm reception* Either they are messengers of
God, or they are blasphemous impostors. In the Middle
Ages the general belief in witchcraft greatly intensified this
contrast, because when an apparent miracle happened (as
in the case of the wind changing at Orleans) it proved the
divine mission to the credulous, and proved a contract with
the devil to the sceptical AH through, Joan had to depend
on those who .accepted her as an incarnate angel against
those who added to an intense resentment of her presump-
tion a bigoted abhorrence of her as a witch. To this abhor-
rence we must add the extreme irritation of those who did
not believe in the voices, and regarded her as a liar and
impostor* It is hard to conceive anything more infuriating
to a statesman or a military commander, or to a court

